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TEMPERATURE- AND FIELD-INDUCED TRANSITIONSIN FREE-STANDING FILMS OF AN ANTIFERROELECTRICLIQUID CRYSTALP. V. Dolganov *, E. I. DemikhovInstitute of Solid State Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiaYoshiihi SuzukiCentral Researh and Development Laboratory, Showa Shell Sekuyi, K. K., AtsugiKanagawa 243-0206, JapanAtsuo FukudaDepartment of Kansei Engineering, Shinshu University, Ueda 386-8567, JapanSubmitted 17 May 2002Thin free-standing �lms of a ompound with the smeti-C�A and smeti-C�� phases were investigated bymeans of depolarized mirosopy and optial re�etivity. In thin �lms, the smeti phase sequene C�A�C���Ais replaed by a series of temperature- and �eld-indued transitions into states with the oplanar orientation ofmoleular tilt planes. Transitions are aompanied by a hange of the diretion of the eletri polarization withrespet to the tilt plane of moleules. The oplanar struture of these states is onsistent with the Ising model.PACS: 61.30.Eb, 64.70.Md, 68.10.Cr1. INTRODUCTIONThe synlini smeti-C phase (SmC) and the an-tilini smeti-CA phase (SmCA) are the fundamen-tal mesophases with �uid layers that are observedin rod-like moleular systems. When the onstituentmoleules render the system hiral, the respetivephases are denoted as SmC� and SmC�A and beomeferroeletri, with the spontaneous polarization per-pendiular to the tilt plane, and antiferroeletri [1�5℄. The loally averaged moleular tilt diretion, alledthe diretor, is spei�ed by the polar angle � and theazimuthal angle � in the liquid rystal frame of refer-ene with the z axis along the smeti layer normal.In the bulk sample, the tilt angle � is onstant at agiven temperature. Chirality leads to the formation ofa helioidal struture, � = 2�z=p, where p is the heli-oidal pith. Beause p is su�iently larger than thesmeti layer spaing d in general, the azimuthal an-gle di�erene between adjaent layers is �� ' 0Æ in*E-mail: pauldol�issp.a.ru

SmC� and �� ' 180Æ in SmC�A; the respetive phasestherefore remain pratially synlini and antilini. Inother words, the ordinary hiral intermoleular intera-tion is weak. The moleular origin of the synlini andantilini ordering in SmC and SmCA has been studiedin detail [6, 7℄. It is onluded that the onventionaldispersion and steri interations stabilize SmC andSmC�, while the orientational orrelations of transversedipoles in adjaent layers atually promote SmCA andSmC�A. We note that these short-range interations andorrelations are not sensitive to the moleular hiralityand favor the oplanar synlini or antilini struture.The transition between synlini ferroeletri SmC�and antilini antiferroeletri SmC�A is of the �rstorder. In many materials, a sequene of polar sub-phases with periods onsisting of more than two lay-ers are formed between SmC� and SmC�A. In thisnarrow temperature interval, the system is frustratedand both phase strutures have nearly the same en-ergy; the subphases must therefore be stabilized bysome relatively weak additional fators [7℄. Isozaki840



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 4 (10), 2002 Temperature- and �eld-indued transitions : : :et al. [8, 9℄ systematially investigated the eletri-�eld�temperature (E�T ) phase diagram in several om-pounds and mixtures [5�8; 10℄. They on�rmed thatat least �ve subphases an exist between SmC�A andSmC� and the additional one, denoted as SmC��, justbelow SmA on the high-temperature side of SmC�, sug-gesting that the subphases between SmC�A and SmC�onsitute a part of a devil's stairase formed by frus-tration between ferro- and antiferroeletriity. More-over, it was notied by Takanishi et al., and Hiraokaet al. [11�15℄ that SmC�� itself is not a simple singlephase but an onstitute another devil's stairase [16℄where the ferroeletri SmC� and/or antiferroeletriSmC�A soft mode �utuations play an important rolebeause of the extremely small tilt angle. Sophistiatedexperimental tehniques, suh as the polarized resonantX-ray sattering [17�19℄, preision ellipsometry and re-�etometry [18; 20�22℄, and advaned polarizing mi-rosopy [23℄, have reently been used to determine thedetailed subphase strutures. It is unambiguously es-tablished that the subphases between SmC�A and SmC�with three- and four-layer periodiities are not opla-nar and that their azimuthal angle di�erene betweenadjaent layers onsiderably deviates from �� = 0Æ(synlini) or 180Æ (antilini) [18, 24℄. With respetto SmC��, a short pith helial struture was reentlyemphasized in ontrast with the previous suggestion ofits devil's stairase harater.Two on�iting approhes have been proposed withthe important fator being either the ontinuous short-pith evolution of the SmC�� helial struture [25�29℄or the devil's stairase harater not only of the sub-phase emerging between SmC�A and SmC but also ofSmC�� itself [5, 10, 30℄. The �rst one, alled the dis-rete, lok, or X�Y model, takes ompeting orienta-tional interations between nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor smeti layers into aount. The minimum ofthe free energy then orresponds to a uniform rotationof the tilt plane about the layer normal. The formationof subphases with three- and four-layer periodiitiesand the ontinuous short-pith evolution of SmC�� anbe qualitatively explained by introduing several muhmore ompliated interations. The seond approahis based on the mirosopi Ising model with ompet-ing repulsive and attrative interations between near-est and next-nearest neighbors. It is known that a se-quene of subphases resembling the devil's stairase isindeed obtained in suh a model [31, 32℄. But the Ising-like Hamiltonian an hardly be applied to smeti liquidrystals [7℄. Neither model an therefore appropriatelyexplain the fats experimentally observed thus far.Prost and Bruinsma [33, 34℄ proposed a more on-

sistent model by taking long-range polarization �utu-ations into aount; they tried to explain the formationof SmC�� and its devil's stairase harater. This meh-anism seems to be very promising and should be takeninto onsideration in a more general theory [7℄. In or-der to understand the sequene of the subpahses andtheir nonplanar strutures better, further areful ex-perimental investigations are neessary in a variety ofompounds and mixtures. The strutures of the SmC��phase in bulk samples and in thin �lms were reentlyreported to be substantially di�erent [35, 36℄. Stru-tures without a short-pithed helix were found abovethe SmC� and SmC�A phases. Another question is theorigin and behavior of the eletri polarization in thin�lms of strutures without the net polarization in thebulk sample, in partiular, in the SmC�A and SmC��phases. The lok and Ising models predit a di�erentbehavior of spontaneous polarization as the tempera-ture hanges: a smooth variation of the polarizationvalue in the lok model and its steplike hanges atertain temperatures in the Ising model. Unusual be-havior of antiferroeletri strutures in the eletri �eldwas found in thin �lms [37, 38℄. These strutures pos-sess a ferroeletri polarization: perpendiular (PY ) tothe average diretion of the tilt planes in odd-N �lms(where N is the number of smeti layers) and paral-lel (PX) to the average diretion of the tilt planes ineven-N �lms.Beause the free energy di�erene between sub-phases is intrinsially small, several interfae e�etsin both homogeneous and homeotropi ells disturbthe supbphase sequene and strutures. Free-standing�lms [39, 40℄ are most suitable for making observationsthat are almost free of these e�ets. Moreover, applyingan eletri �eld an also seriously deform the struture.Consequently, it is essential to study free-standing �lmsby applying a su�iently weak eletri �eld for ontrol-ling the diretor alignment. In this paper, we presentsuh an example of the diret mirosopi observationand optial re�etivity. We believe that the observedresults may re�et the bulk property to some extent,although the interfae e�ets must also be onsiderablylarge beause the number of smeti layers is somewhatsmall. 2. EXPERIMENTThe material studied was 4-(1-tri�uoromethyl-hepthyloxyarbonyl)phenyl 40-otyl-biphenyl-4-arbo-xylate (TFMHPBC) [5℄. Bulk TFMHPBC exhibits841



P. V. Dolganov, E. I. Demikhov, Yoshiihi Suzuki, Atsuo Fukuda ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 4 (10), 2002the following transition temperatures between smetiphases: SmC�A 74:3 ÆC SmC�� 75:0 ÆC SmA:Two types of ells were used in optial measurements.For the �rst type, �lms were prepared in a retangularframe with two mobile metalli blades. For the se-ond type, free-standing �lms were drawn over a 4mm-diameter irular hole in a glass plate. Eletrodes onfour sides of the hole were used to apply an in-planeeletri �eld. The number N of smeti layers was de-termined by optial re�etivity [39, 41℄.Two tehniques were used for studies of thetemperature- and �eld-indued phase transitions. The�rst one was the depolarized re�eted light mirosopy(DRLM) [42, 43℄. For relatively thin �lms, there�etion intensity is proportional to (n2 � 1)2 [44℄,I / (n2 � 1)2�2N2d2=�2;where n is the refration index and � is the light wave-length. The refration index along the tilt plane, nk, isdi�erent from the refration index in the perpendiulardiretion, n0. The DRLM allows visualizing domainswith di�erent orientations of the tilt plane with respetto the diretion of the eletri polarizationP. The teh-nique uses a polarizer turned by 45Æ with respet to theeletri �eld diretion. The di�erene between the re-fration indies for the two main diretions results inan e�etive rotation of the polarization plane of the re-�eted light in the diretion of the tilt plane. In slightlyderossed polarizers, the domains therefore look darkor bright depending on the orientation of the tilt planewith respet to the diretion of the eletri polariza-tion. In this method, the low intensity of the image isompensated by a highly ontrast pattern.Another tehnique was used in measurements of thelinearly polarized re�etivity from the �lms in �bak-ward� geometry. In eletrooptial measurements, weould hange the diretion of light polarization and thediretion of the eletri �eld in the plane of the �lm. Intilted smeti phases, the �lms are optially anisotropiin the plane of the layers. The re�etion intensitieswith the light polarization parallel (Ik) and perpen-diular (I?) to the diretion of the eleteri �eld weremeasured. Using this tehnique, we ould determinethe orientation of the tilt plane in the �lms and theiroptial anisotropy.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONIn the geomety used for imaging, SmC�A �lms withan even number of layers look as a dark �eld with

Fig. 1. Temperature-indued transition in even-N�lms. (a) The mirosope image in re�etion ofan eight-layer TFMHPBC �lm in the antiferroeletriphase at 70:7 ÆC. The -diretor is aligned parallel tothe eletri �eld. The �lm appears dark with a bright2�-wall. (b ) Transition on heating (T = 75 ÆC):the region of a phase with di�erent orientations ofthe -diretor emerges. At heating, the front movesfrom bottom to top of the piture. () The state athigher temperature with polarization perpendiular tothe tilt plane (T = 75:7 ÆC). The eletri �eld value is8:8 V/m. The orientation of the polarizer (P), the an-alyzer (A), and the the eletri �eld is shown in Fig. 1.The horizontal size of eah photograph is 370�m842



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 4 (10), 2002 Temperature- and �eld-indued transitions : : :two bright lines in the regions where 2�-walls exist(Fig. 1a). Films have the polarization PX parallel tothe tilt plane, and the -diretor (the projetion of n onthe �lm plane [3℄) is parallel to the vertial axis. Arossthe 2�-wall, the -diretor rotates by the angle 2�; asa result, regions with a nearly horizontal orientationof the -diretor in 2�-walls look as two bright narrowlines. In mirosopi investigations, we hose regions ofthe �lms with 2�-walls. In these regions, it is easiest tojudge on the orientation of the -diretor with respetto the eletri �eld diretion. Heating to 75 ÆC leadsto the appearane of a new phase (Fig. 1b). In spite ofa small tilt angle, the phase boundary and the phasesthemselves are easily visualized in �lms using DRLMabove the bulk transition temperature. A transforma-tion of the DRLM piture (dark 2�-walls in the bright�eld, Fig. 1b, ) shows that the diretion of the po-larization with respet to the -diretor is drastiallydi�erent from that in the low-temperature state. Thetransition may be aused either by a substantial hangeof the relative orientation of tilt planes in neighboringlayers or by the temperature variation of relative valuesof the polarizations PX and PY and the rotation of the-diretor of the �lm in the eletri �eld. The existeneof a sharp boundary and the behavior of 2�-walls nearit show that the transition is not aused by a smoothtemperature derease of the PX omponent of the po-larization with respet to the PY one. In that ase, thetransition front would be blurred and the regions of 2�-walls with the horizontal orientation of the -diretorould smoothly turn into a new oriented state.In �lms with an odd number of layers, we also ob-served the transition to a new struture (Fig. 2). Atransformation of the DRLM piture indiates the tran-sition from the struture with the polarization PY per-pendiular to the tilt plane to a struture with thedominant polarization PX . Thus, �lms having polar-izations of di�erent types in the SmC�A phase (PY inodd-N �lms and PX in even-N �lms) after the tran-sition also possess di�erent polarization diretions inthe plane of the layers (PY in even-N �lms and PX inodd-N �lms). We observed suh a behavior in all in-vestigated �lms with the thikness from three to morethan twenty layers. But the transition temperaturesstrongly depend on the �lm thikness (in a three-layer�lm, the transition ours at about 85 ÆC). Figures 1band 2b show two realizing possibilities for the oexis-tene of 2�-walls and the boundary of two phases. Inthe antiferroeletri phase, the 2�-walls are either on-tinued into the new phase (Fig. 1b) or split into wallsthat are loalized near the boundary as in Fig. 2b.In �lms with N > 10, we found an inrease of the

Fig. 2. Temperature-indued transition in odd-N �lms.(a) The optial mirosope piture of a nine-layerTFMHPBC �lm in re�etion in the low-temperature(antiferroeletri) phase (T = 70:4 ÆC). In the odd-N�lm, the -diretor is oriented along the horizontal axis.The �lm is bright with dark 2�-walls. (b ) On heating to75 ÆC, the �lm undergoes a transition to the phase withthe polarization parallel to the tilt plane. This phase ap-pears in the lower part of the photograph. () The �lmafter the transition. The entire �lm appears dark witha bright 2�-wall. The eletri �eld value is 7:5 V/m.The horizontal size of eah photograph is 420 �m843
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Fig. 3. States with the polarizations parallel and perpendiular to the tilt plane in a twelve-layer �lm are observed as regionswith di�erent brightness levels. A sample with a temperature gradient was used for this observation. The left part of the�lm orresponds to the temperature about 74 ÆC and the right part to the temperature about 76 ÆC. In region 1, the �lm isin the SmC�A phase. In regions 2�4, states with di�erent orientations of the tilt plane exist. These states an be aligned bythe eletri �eld. The narrow stripe between regions 2 and 3 is a line defet loalized at the boundary of the states. Thehorizontal size of the image is 610 �m, E = 10 V/mnumber of strutures above the SmC�A phase. Thesestrutures an be simultaneously observed in a samplewith a temperature gradient. An image of suh a �lmis shown in Fig. 3. The temperature inreases from leftto right. In the left part of the Figure, the �lm is inthe SmC�A phase 1. In regions 2�4, the sample is indi�erent states with di�erent diretions of the polar-ization. This is learly seen from measurements of theoptial re�etivity from a �lm for two diretions of thelight polarization, perpendiular (I?) and parallel (Ik)to the eletri �eld diretion. Figure 4 shows the resultsof suh measurements for an eighteen-layer �lm. In theSmC�A phase (Fig. 4a), I? < Ik, whih implies thatthe polarization is parallel to the tilt plane. The samepolarization diretion is observed in state 3 (Fig. 4).In states 2 and 4 (Fig. 4b, d), I? > Ik, whih indi-ates that the tilt plane is perpendiular to the eletri�eld diretion and to the �lm polarization. The se-quene of transitions from state 1 to state 4 thereforeours with the hange of the polarization diretion.These measurements also provide information aboutoptial anisotropy of the �lms. This enables us to an-swer one of the main questions: do short-pith helial

strutures emerge above the SmC�A phase? Formationof the short-pithed azimuthal helix with the pith ofthe order of or less than the �lm thikness should leadto a substantial derease of the re�etion anisotropy��I?=Ik � 1��. In suh a nearly optially uniaxial stru-ture, the anisotropy an our beause the �lm thik-ness is not a multiple of the half-pith. But the magni-tude of the anisotropy in short-pithed strutures mustbe several times smaller than before the transition fromthe SmC�A phase. A smooth derease in ��I?=Ik � 1�� inFig. 4b�d is due to a well-known derease in the mole-ular tilt angle on heating. We found that I?=Ik � 1hanges its sign as the result of transitions, but theabsolute value hanges only insigni�antly. Therefore,even in relatively thik �lms (Fig. 4), transitions ourinto strutures without a short pith. At high temper-atures, state 4 (Figs. 3 and 4) an be swithed to thestate with the longitudinal polarization by dereasingthe eletri �eld value.Four pitures in Fig. 5 demonstrate the behavior ofan eight-layer �lm at high temperatures. In the low�eld, the �lm is in the state with the polarization par-allel to the tilt plane (the bright 2�-wall in a dark �eld,844
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27.0Fig. 4. Optial re�etivity from an eighteen-layer �lmfor two diretions of the light polarization: perpendi-ular (I?) and parallel (Ik) to the eletri �eld. A se-quene of four states was observed: the SmC�A phasein state 1 (a) and states 2�4 (b�d) above the SmC�Aphase. Transitions between these states our with thehange of the diretion of the eletri polarization. Thetilt plane of moleules is oriented parallel to the ele-tri �eld and polarization (I? < Ik) in states 1 and 3(a and ). In states 2 and 4 (b, d), the tilt plane isoriented perpendiular to the eletri �eld and polariza-tion (I? > Ik). In the SmC�A phase, the measurementswere made near the temperature T0 of the transitionto state 2, suh that T0 � T = 0:3 ÆC; to states 2�4, orrespondingly, at T0 + 0:15 ÆC, T0 + 0:2 ÆC, andT0+1:1 ÆC. The data were obtained at the eletri �eldvalue 35 V/mFig. 5a). The inrease of the �eld indues the appear-ane of the struture with the polarization perpendiu-lar to the tilt plane (Fig. 5b, ). The swithing eletri�eld Es is more than three orders of magnitude smallerthan the �eld induing the antilini�synlini transi-tion in the SmC�A phase at low temperatures. Suha small value of Es is due to the small tilt angle ofthe moleules. Seemingly, the hange of interlayer or-ganization (antilini�synlini or vie versa) ours inonly several layers. This �eld-indued transition is re-versible and the dereasing �eld returns the �lm to itsinitial state (Fig. 5d). It is worth mentioning that suha behavior at high temperatures is observed in �lms ofall thiknesses investigated, is independent of the �lmoddity, and is similar to the behavior of �lms withoutthe SmC�� phase with a large value of the layer polar-ization [45, 46℄.The number of transitions aused by heating de-pends on the �lm thikness, its oddity, and the valueof the eletri �eld. In thin odd-N �lms, one transi-tion is observed in the low �eld and two in the high

�eld. Thin even-N �lms undergo two transitions in thelow �eld and only one in the high �eld. The rossoverfrom low to high �eld is determined by the value of Es,depends on the �lm thikness, and typially ours atabout 10 V/m. In thiker �lms (N > 10), the numberof transitions ouring with heating is inreased. Forodd-N antiferroeletri �lms, it is odd (even) in the low(high) eletri �eld. For even-N �lms, the number oftransitions is even (odd) in the low (high) eletri �eld.A simpler situation is expeted in �lms with the low-temperature ferroeletri phase: an odd (even) numberof transitions in the low (high) eletri �eld in bothodd-N and even-N �lms. As already mentioned, thisis the ase for ompounds with a high layer polariza-tion. For �lms with a small layer polarization in whihthe polarization of the high-temperature ground stateis perpendiular to the tilt plane [45℄, the number oftransitions is opposite to that desribed above.Film surfaes an in�uene the struture of the �lmand phase transitions in di�erent ways. The preseneof a surfae breaks the symmetry existing in bulk sam-ples. For layers near the surfae, the nearest and next-nearest interlayer interations are realized only on oneside (only on the side of the �lm). The missing in-terlayer interation near the surfae an in�uene boththe modulus � and the phase � of the order parameter.Symmetry breaking in antiferroeletri �lms must leadto a smaller magnitude of the polar angle � and to thelow-temperature shift of phase transitions with respetto the bulk sample [47℄. The seond e�et is relatedto the existene of the surfae as a physial bound-ary between two media. In liquid rystals, this e�etmainly manifests itself through the surfae tension andthe suppression of the layer displaement �utuationsat free surfaes that inrease the modulus of the orderparameter (surfae freezing) and the phase transitionstemperatures. To the best of our knowledge, the diretin�uene of the surfae tension on the phase � of theorder parameter and suppression of the smeti-layer�utuations have not been onsidered theoretially orobserved experimentally. Presently, it is still debatedwhih of the above e�ets prevails for antiferroeletriliquid rystals [47, 48℄. The existene of a tilted stru-ture above the bulk transition temperature to the SmAphase and a high-temperature shift of the phase tran-sitions in thin �lms show that in antiferroeletri �lms,as in ferroeletri ones, the surfae freezing e�et dom-inates. In strong surfae freezing onditions, the mostdistintive feature of the �lm is that the pro�le of �is essentially inhomogeneous aross the �lm. Abovebut near the temperature of the bulk transition to theSmC�� phase, the modulus of the order parameter on845
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Fig. 5. An example of the �eld-indued transition at a high temperature in an eight-layer TFMHPBC �lm. (a) At the loweletri �eld 4 V/m, the �lm is in the state with the polarization parallel to the tilt plane. The -diretor is aligned in thevertial diretion (dark bakground with a bright 2�-wall). (b ) When the �eld is inreased to 19 V/m, the region of thehigh-�eld state with the polarization perpendiular to the tilt plane emerges as a bright one. This region gradually �lls theentire �lm. The front is moving from the left to the right side of the image. () The �lm in the high-�eld state. (d) Whenthe eletri �eld is dereased to 4 V/m, the �lm returns to the low-�eld state. T = 78:8 ÆC. The horizontal size of eahimage in about 300 �mthe surfae exeeds that in the bulk sample. At thesame time, the tilt is smaller in the interior of the �lm;at some temperature, it orresponds to the value atwhih transitions with a hange of � our in the bulksample. In thin �lms, only few interior layers an un-dergo the transition. In thik �lms, the onditions for ahange of � arise in a greater number of layers and thenumber of possible strutures with the synlini andantilini tilt is inreased. This is related to observedinrease in the number of transitions in thiker �lms.For the SmC�A struture, the appearane of the po-larization PY perpendiular to the tilt plane PY in odd-N �lms and the polarization PX parallel to the tiltplane in even-N �lms is related to di�erent symme-tries with respet to the enter of the �lm [37℄. Similar

symmetry onsiderations apply to �lms onsisting ofsynlini and antilini pairs. The hange of the num-ber of pairs with synlini and antilini tilts by onean lead to the transition from the PY net polariza-tion to the PX one and vie versa. In even-N �lms,this reorientation of the tilt an our with the forma-tion of a symmetri or antisymmetri struture withrespet to the enter of the �lm, and aordingly, tothe PX or PY net polarization. In odd-N �lms, for-mation of a synlini pair destroys the symmetry withrespet to the enter of the �lm. In suh �lms, the PXor PY polarization an dominate. Transition to the PXpolarization with the appearane of a symmetri stru-ture is possible when the moleular tilt beomes zero inthe entral layer of the odd-N �lm. We mention that846



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 4 (10), 2002 Temperature- and �eld-indued transitions : : :in this ase, the derease of the moleular tilt angle inthe enter of the �lm ours gradually, beause we didnot observe a substantial derease of anisotropy in thin�lms at transitions with the hange of the -diretororientation.Two reasons may be responsible for the formationof a oplanar struture in �lms above the SmC�A phase.At low temperatures, the ondition for the reorienta-tion of the tilt planes arises only in the entral partof the �lm beause of surfae freezing, whih preventsthe formation of a short-pith struture. The seondreason is related to peuliarities of �utuations of � inSmA �lms [47℄. In the bulk sample, sinusoidal �u-tuations in perpendiular planes an assemble with anarbitrary phase shift, whih leads to oplanar, iru-lar or ellipsoidal �utuations and to possibilities of theformation of tilted pith strutures at a seond-ordertransition. As pointed out in [47℄, unlike in the bulksample, two �utuation modes have the same or theopposite phases in �lms beause of the symmetry withrespet to the enter of the �lm, whih leads to onlyoplanar �utuations and to the transition to opla-nar tilted strutures. Coplanar strutures in thin �lmsmay also re�et the interlayer moleular organization inthik �lms. In optial experiments [20�22℄ in the rangeof the SmC�� phase, the �lms possess optial anisotropyand polarization. These may not only be related tosurfae e�ets but also be an indiation of a distortedstairase harater of the SmC�� phase in thik free-standing �lms.In summary, using depolarized light mirosopyand polarized re�etivity, we observed oplanarstrutures in free-standing �lms above the SmC�Aphase. The number of transitions depends on the �lmthikness, its oddity, and the value of the eletri �eld.Temperature- and �eld-indued transitions our asthe diretion of the eletri polarization hanges withrespet to the tilt plane.This work was supported in part by the Rus-sian Foundation for Basi Researh (projet No. 01-02-16507) and a Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researh(� 12650010) through the Japan Soiety for the Pro-motion of Siene. We aknowledge very stimulatingdisussions with D. R. Link and H. Takezoe. One of us(P. V. D.) thanks Shinshu University for his stay as aForeign Visiting Researher.
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